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Contributon Monte Carlo

by

A. Dubi and S. A. W. Gerstl

ABSTRACT

The contributon Monte Carlo method is based
on a new recipe to calculate target responses via a
volume integral of the contributon current in a re-
gion between the source and the detector. Here we
present a compreuensive description of the method,
its implementation in the general purpose MCNF code,
and results of the method for realistic nonhomo-
geneous energy dependent problems.

I. INTRODUCTION

The contributon Monte Carlo method is based on a new recipe for the calcu-

lation of target responses. The two well known recipes currently used are: (1)

<<]>*R>n, where the product oC the flux 0 and the detector response R is inte-

grated over the detector region and (2) <<|> 'Q>s where the product of the adjoint

f^ux <J> and the source Q is integrated over the source region. The new prescrip-

tion stands between these two and can be written as <(Q»n)<()<(> >v where Ct« is the

direction vector of $ and <[> , and n is a fixed direction vector Thus fi°n(<|Kj> )

i.- the current of the contributon flux (<t>*0 )• This current is integrated

over a volume in between the detector and the source regions. A Monte Carlo

algorithm to simulate this integral was devised and the properties of the

method have been studied both theoretically and numerically. A theory vas

developed concerning the variance of the new method and its relation to the

variance of the regular Monte Carlo method (the term regular Monte Carlo (R.M.C)

refers to any forward Monte Carlo scheme based on the recipe <<|>*R>_.). Within

the limits of its applicability, the theory is believed to be valid for all

biasing schemes currently in use. The variance theory allows the potential



user to estimate, prior to the actual calculation, the relative merits of the

contributoa Honte Carlo versus the regular Honte Carlo and then to decide

which method is preferable for a given problem.

A large number of numerical cases were studied to verify the theory and will

be partially reported herein. Recently the method was implemented (in a limited

form) in the LASL multipurpose neutron Honte Carlo code HCNP. The numerical

study following the implementation indicated that for a large family of problems

considerable benefit may be obtained by the use of the new method. The conditions

under which the method is beneficial will be discussed in the forthcoming

sections.

The following report is divided into three parts. In the first part we

discuss the theoretical aspects of the method. No detailed derivations will be
(2 3 4}given, this is done elsewhere. ' ' However the main results of the theory

will be discussed in order to acquaint the reader with the method. In the

second part a detailed description of the "patch" used to implement the method

into HCNP is given and the use of the method is explained. In the third part

results of the numerical studies will be displayed and discussed.

It is the hope of the authors that this report will encourage the use of

the new method.

II. THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF CONTRIBUTON MONTE CARLO

A. Contributor! Recipe

Consider the following situation (see Fig. 1). A source region (Q) and a

detector region (R) are both imbedded in a medium through which the particles

transport from the source to the detector. The regular well-known, forward

Honte Carlo recipe to calculate the detector response I is via the integral

I = «|>-R>O = f <|>(P)R(P)dP (1)
I

Detector
region

where P is the phase space vector P = (r,Q,E) and R(P) is the detector response

function. Let S be a surface with normal surface vector n separating the detec-

tor region from the source region. Then I can be calculated via the surface



integral

I = J (Q-n) (2)

We now transform the surface integral to a volume integral by integration over

the z coordinate (along n) from z- to z«. Since for every fixed z the surface

integral will yield the same result I, we may write

(3)

where z. •• z.= A. Equation (3) represents the new recipe for the calculation

of I via a volume integral of the contributon current. Nots that the volume

does not necessarily have to be a slab. The volume may be constructed by moving

any surface S parallel to itself such that n is well defined at any point ia the

volume, n does not have to be fixed in space but may vary in a known way from

point to point (on a spherical surface for example.)

B. The Monte Carlo Simulation Procedure

To calculate Eq. (3) by Monte Carlo, correlated information is required on
+ • -

<(> and <j> at the same phase space point P. A particle of weight W entering a

collision at point P. = (r,Q. ,E. ) gives information on the collision density

or the flux at this phase space point. (That is, we score W/2 (P. ) , where 7.. is

the total cross section for the flux at this point). The future events of this

particle after emerging from the collision will give us information or. the ad-

joint flux. However, the information concerning the adjoint flux will be re-

lated to the direction and energy with which the particle came out of the

collision rather than that with which it entered the collision. To overcome

this difficulty we generate, at a collision point, a secondary particle which is

emitted in a direction and energy with which the source particle entered the

collision. The future score of this secondary particle will give us information

on the adjoint flux at the same phase space point (P. ) at which we get the in-

formation on the flux. The above consideration leads to the following procedure.



a. Define a spatial step function x(r) taking a unit value when r is

within -he volume of integration (specified by Eq. (3)) and zero if r is out-

side that volume.

b. Generate a source particle. let the track of the source particle be

denoted by (PQ) P_, ... P ) where P_ is the emission point and P. i f 0 is the

itb collision point, (P. has the phase space coordinates with which the particle

entered the collision). Let the weight of the source particle (occasionally we

will also refer to this particle as the primary particle) at P. be W(Pfl,P- ... P.).

c. At every collision point P. of the primary particle check whether

X(r.) [P. - (r.,fi.,E.)] is unity or zero. If it is zero the particle continues

undisturbed. If it is unity, generate a secondary particle emitted at P.,, with

weight Wi(P0>P1, ... P\).

d. Let the track of the secondary emitted at P. be (P., P* ... p£ ) and
-i i X 1 1 K.

the score of that secondary S.(P., P. ... P. ) (this score includes the weight
propagation of the secondary and the detector response along its track in

exactly the same manner that a source particle is treated). Then the total

score for a source particle will be given by the unbiased estimator

o . . „ . . . .
- Vpo»?i • • • V M p i ' p i • • • PK )

In Eq. (4) the term W/I accounts for the information on the flux. S.

accounts for the information on the adjoint flux and tbem (Q.n) for the (fi*

term in the integral of Eq. (3). A rigorous proof that r\ is aa unbiased

estimator of I may be found in Ref. (2).

If the collision estimator is used in the calculation then S. takes the

form

k.

(5)

where W is the accumulated weight of the secondary at the collision point P..
-i S J

R(PT) is the detector response.



Of particular interest is the case where I is a leakage current through &
tgiven surface since the implementation of the method into MCNP is aimed at

solving such transmission problems. Then S. takes the form

ki

£ s V J J.r^j.1J ^.p (6)
P is a point along the path of flight of the particle from PP. is a point along the path of flight of the particle from P., to

P.. If such a point exists on the surface at which the leakage is to be cal-
culated (and P.1. - is in the right angular and energy intervals) then R is

J tJ"-1

unity otherwise it is zero. W is the weight of the secondary as it crosses
s

that surface. (Note that this formalism is no different then that used in regu-

lar forward Monte Carlo). If the surface in which we are interested is a vacuum

boundary such that a particle crossing it is lost, the estimator n will take

the form

. W (P ... P.) W ( P P ... ?} ) R(P£
4-j z(p) x 1 i s i i k±
1— 1

1 = > . W (P ... P.) W(P P ... ?} ) R(P£ ) (7)
c 4 x 1 i s i i k k

where P, is a termination point of the secondary particles, either by absorption

or by crossing the vacuum boundary. The numerical studies to be described later

on refer to this situation. However, the theory and the features of the method

are valid for any other situation. Eq. (4) and (7) describe the basic contriku-

ton Monte Carlo method . A few refinements of the above are worth mentioning.

Instead of generating a secondary at every primary collision point within V [the

volume of integration used in Eq. (3)], we can generate them with probability

|£2.*n|. Then (Q. *n) in Eq. (4) and

(7) is replaced by which can take only the values ±1. Since n is usually
jQ.-n|

directed towards the detector, this method provides a kind of natural angular

Simple changes in the patch may adapt it to employ any other "tally" available
in MCNP except the next event estimation used in point flux estimation.



biasing (even though negative secondaries, i.e., secondary particles carrying

negative weights, will be generated preferentially in the direction of -n).

In the cases where 2.Q?.) varies rapidly, the appearance of I in r\ may

add to the variance. Moreover large resonances may lead to the generation of a

large number of secondaries with very small weights. One can avoid this situation

by defining an external parameter 2 and a Russian Roulette procedure such that

when £ (P.) > I, the secondary is generated with probabilities I/I.(P.) thus

"rectifying" the variation of 2 above 2. All secondaries generated by this

procedure will have I replacing I.(P.) in their score Eq. (7). In the case where

I (P\) < I the secondary is generated in the usual way.

C. The Theory of the Benefit

We will not go into details of the various derivations here. These can be

found in Ref. (3). The quality of any Monte Carlo calculation is defined by a

parameter q = (?„ *T where cr, is the variance of the calculation and T is the

time required to obtain this variance. For a finite variance case, the variance

of a sample of U source particle is related to the variance of each individual
§ 2 2 (8)

particle score a by (L. = a /N . Since T is proportional to N , q is a

constant for 8 given calculation. Now suppose regular Monte Carlo is used to

solve a given problem with quality factor qR. The regular Monte Carlo may

employ any biasing techniques. [By now it should be clear that contributon

Ilonte Carlo is not a new biasing method but a new recipe, thus any biasing

techniques applied to regular Monte Carlo may be equally well applied to contri-

buton Monte Carlo just by using the same biasing both for the primaries and

secondaries.] Suppose we now solve the same problem with contributon Monte

Carlo, with the same bias applied, and get a quality factor q . We define the

benefit factor B as

B = -* = -|_» (8)

B is a true measure of the relative performance of the two recipes and defines

the time ratio between the two recipes to obtain the same variance. As we will

see, B may be estimated theoretically. This gives the user a tool to decide

which method is best for a given problem.



Consider a source particle making its way from the source region Q to the

detector region D (see Fig. 2). This particular particle track has a certain

probability density of occurance which depends on the track, the specific

problem and the biasing methods used. We denote this probability density by

fR. We may now ask the question, what is the probability density for a second-

ary particle to follow exactly the same track from the source to the detector.

To answer this question we need to note that there is more than one such

secondary, in fact, there are many of them generated by different primaries.

For example, consider the primary particle that moves from r~ to r..,^ (see

Fig. 2) and is then scattered (curled arrow) at point a. The secondary generated

at a (with probability |Q_«n|) is generated with direction fl_ and may continue

along the track r3, r, etc. Similarly a primary particle that gets to point b

or c, may be scattered there with a secondary continuing along the track. In

fact this can happen continuously at any point along the portion of the track

within the volume of integration. Let us denote by f= the probability density

of a primary to reach a point P along the track; I (P)d£ is the probability that

the primary will collide at P; |Q*n| is the probability that a secondary is

generated; and f (P) denotes the probability density for the secondary to follow

the rest of the track. Then the probability density of the event at a can be
* - - +

written as fd£ = f Z (a) d£|Q «n| f (a). The important thing to note now is
a s

that, since the transport of the secondary is governed by the same transport
kernels as the primary, the product f *f (a) is independent of a and is equal

™ s

to f~. In order to obtain the probability density for a secondary we need then

to integrate fdU over the portion of the track confined within the volume of

integration. Two assumptions must be introduced at this stage. First we assume

that a negative secondary, i.e., a secondary starting at a point where Q*n < 0

(in a direction away from the detector) has a much smaller probability of get-

ting to the detector then a secondary with positive (Q*n). With this assumption

we may neglect negative (Q*n) portions of the tracks. Second we assume that the

total cross section does not vary considerably (or else that the 2/1. Russian

Roulette is applied to maintain a constant cross section as far as the second-

aries are concerned). With these two assumptions the integration is straight

t *
Z (P) is the total cross section which may be biased with exponential stretchimg
such that l"(P) is related to the analog total cross section by Z'(P) = I (P)*(I-s)
where -1 < s < +1 is an external parameter.



forward and yields for the probability density f of a secondary.

f = f. f (a>I*A= f 2*A (9)

c a s t R t

(where A = z^-z, is the lateral dimension of the volume of integration). Next

we may note that the weight W of a positive secondary reaching the detector via

that track will be related to the weight WR of the primary by

This is clear from Eq. (3) and from the fact that exactly the same transport

events apply to the secondary and the source particle (along the same track)

except for an extra collision point for the secondary.
2

The second moment SR of the regular Monte Carlo may now be expressed as

the average of W over fR> i.e., over all possible tracks reaching the detector.

The same is not really true for the secondaries since a secondary particle

following the track of Fig. 2 may be correlated with other secondaries, following

other tracks to the detector, that have been generated by the same primary. How-

ever, if we neglect this correlation effect, then the second moment of the con-

tributon Monte Carlo may be written as the average of w over f . Thus we may
c c

write

<W^ f > si < ft
C C (AIr

7
S2

Equation (11) is the major result of the theory. (The above derivation is not

intended to be a rigorous proof of Eq. (11) but merely an intuitive explanation

of Eq. (11). A more rigorous proof may be found in Ref. (3).

In most cases it is safe to assume that the second moment equals the vari-

ance and thus we obtain

||
a

(12)



Equation (12) implies that, whenever AZ (l-s) is bigger than unity, the contri-

buton method will have a smaller variance then regular Monte Carlo (independent

of what biasing method is used). In principle this improvement is brought about

by using the contributon recipe. Since the flux decreases towards the detector,

and the adjoint flux decreases towards the source, Eq. (3) enables us to sample

particles "midway" between the source and the detector where the flux and the

adjoint flux have not yet decreased too much. Thus without actually biasing

them, we get a higher contribution in the detector. This may be observed by

the fact that each secondary score is divided by A to get Ir so that, statis-

tically, the secondary estimate is higher by this factor.

However, a better variance ratio is not the end of the story. To determine

the benefit factor, the time ratio of the two methods must be considered. Let

the average time per primary be TR and the average time per secondary be T,,.

Then clearly TD = N_Tn and T = NDTD+N T where N is the number of
* R P R c P R sec s sec

secondaries. Thus

ftM • * • * ) " •
Indeed TR is always smaller then T . We may take the conservative assumption

that to = TD and define p = N /N-. as the average number of secondaries
o K sec if

generated per source particle. Then we can write the benefit factor as

B = A'l^Cl-sMl+p)"1 . (14)

Equation (14) may be used in the following way. For any given problem A, I and

(1-s) are known (£ may be taken as an average over the energy range concerned).

To obtain P, a small sample run may be taken. With these quantities at hand, B

may be estimated. In general the contributon method should be used when B > 2

or higher. Since the effects of correlation and of negative secondaries may

reduce this benefit, B of Eq. (14) may be regarded as an upper limit to the

expected benefit.

Usually I < TD since the secondaries are produced deep in the medium.



Points of interest and features of the contributon method are listed below.

a. The correlation between secondaries, which was neglected in the theory, tends

to increase the variance of the method. The theory will in fact be more reliable.

The lower is the number of secondaries scoring in the detector per primary. Unfor-

tunately at this time there is no easy way to account for this effect theoreti-

cally.

b. The method and the theory apply to all estimators that score information

upon the particles reaching the detector. For other estimators, such as the
(9)

uncoHided flux estimator, the method cannot be applied in its present form.

c. The theory is valid for any method of biasing of the collision kernel, in-

cluding importance sampling, weighting in lieu of absorption, and angular

biasing as well as exponential biasing, phase space splitt °.ng, and Russian

Roulette. Interestingly enough, the only biasing method to have an effect on

the variance ratio is the exponential biasing because the only difference between

the primary and the secondary is in that "extra" collision point. Hcwever other

biasing methods do have an effect on the benefit since other biasing methods may

effect the correlation between secondaries and, more important, the number of

secondaries generated and thus on the time ratio. Splitting, in particular, may

drastically change N and the time ratio because TD is proportional to the
sec K

number of split particles whereas T is proportional to the number of collisions

that these particles make in the volume of integration. In principle one may

split heavily enough to cause a time ratio so high as to cancel the benefit

brought about by the variance ratio. Fortunately, the benefit should not be

considered at maximum splitting (which may be infinite) but, rather, at optimum

or near optimum splitting, which in many cases will not damage the time ratio.

The situation is, in general, problem dependent and can be studied only through

accumulated experience. Some examples related to this problem will be given in

the section on results. In conclusion, we believe that the incorporation of

contributon Monte Carlo (C.M.C.) with alternate biasing methods such as angular

biasing and importance sampling, will prove even more beneficial then with

splitting especially in deep penetration problems. Nevertheless, even

For probably historical reasons, spatial splitting is the major variance reduc-
tion method used in MCNP.

10



with high splitting considerable benefits may be obtained as will be shown in

the results.

d. As to the choice of the volume of integration, Eq. (12) maintains that the
2 2

variance ratio crR/cr depends linearly on the lateral length A but not on the

position of the volume within the medium. The time ratio TD/T , however, depends
l\ C

both on the size A and on its position in the medium. This ratio increases

(faster than linearly) as the volume approaches the source. Therefore the volume

of integration should be taken as far as possible from the source. The size of

the volume A has an optimum (A for which B is maximum) because increasing A has

the opposite effect on the variance ratio as on the time ratio. Some experi-

mentation and experience may be required. However, the benefit varies very

slowly around the optimum A (again due to the two opposing effects) so that a

precise knowledge of the optimum A is not crucial.

The shape of the surfaces that define the volume should be chosen such that

n points towards the detector. As explained before, this provides a "natural"

angular biasing by preferring the generation of secondaries aligned towards the

detector.

e. When vacuum voids exist within the volume, the C.M.C. method must be slightly

modified. This point will be addressed in the next section.

f. Finally, the new method and the generation and tracking of the secondary

particles does not interfere with the transport of the primary particles since

the primary particles are followed as if nothing changed. This fact has two

important implications. First, the implementation of the method to any existing

code is simple because one does not have to interfere with the transport in the

code. Second and more important is that, along with the estimate of I, that one

obtains from the contributon method, we also get the estimate of the regular

Monte Carlo (R.M.C.). These two results are usually partly correlated (about

.15 correlation in the studies we have conducted) but are still very useful. In

some cases (when the R.M.C. variance is not too high) an optimal linear com-

bination of the two results may yield a further reduced variance. In other

cases getting two almost independent estimates of the same quantity adds to the

reliability of the result and may prevent erronious conclusions. Examples

related to these "fringe benefits" will be given in the results section.

11



D. Non Negative Confcributon Monte Cailo (N.N.C.M.C.)

The fact that in the C.M.C. secondaries carrying negative weights (negative-

secondaries) are created is in general an undesirable effect. These particles

increase the time ratio and the variance (beyond the limits of the theory since

they are neglected in the theory). It is possible to modify the C.M.C. method

such that it will not include negative secondaries at all. In particular, the

C.M.C. with positive secondaries only can be used, to estimate the positive part

of Eg. (3). That is, the integral over 5 is taken such that (fi*n) > 0. The

estimate of the negative part of Eq. (3) is then obtained from the primary

particles. To see how this may be done, let us look again at Eq. (3).

I = | I f f f (0-n)<KrV(P)dP +| I f f f (0-n)
'fi*ii > 0 E V

It is quite simple to interpret R.M.C. as estimating this integral in the

following 'jiay. Consider the track of a particle shown in Fig. 3. Within the

volume of integration, each free flight segment between two collisions, or be-

tween the boundary of the volume to a collision point (denoted by JL[cm]) gives

the track length estimate^ of the flux integrated for the points along that

line of flight. Unlike what happens at a collision point, the continuation of

that same particle will provide correlated information on <}> for every point

along the flight path since the continuation is in the same direction with

respect to energy and position. The following unbiased estimator X\ of Eq. (3)

may then be devised. Suppose that a particle crosses the z 2 boundary towards

the detector n times and scores s^i = 1 ... n) after each crossing. Let k± be

the number of free flight segments the particle had inside the volume of inte-

gration between the i-lth' and the ith! crossing. Then

(15)

In Fig. (3) n = 2, k = 4, k2 = 3. Note however that except for i = 1,

2_] £.(Q.*n) = 0. Moreover for i = 1, 2-t £.(n.«n) = A so that, in fact, we have
JTj J J j=l J J

12



nothing but the sum of scores nade at the detector, which is the usual R.M.C.

estimator. Well this is not much, but, if we now limit Eq. (15) to apply only

to Q. such that (Q. a) < 0, then we get an unbiased estimator for the negative

part of Eq. (3). Thus one may use the C.M.C. for the positive part and the

estimator of Eq. (15) (with the summation done only on ft.'s such that the

corresponding Q.*n < 0) for the negative part. This modification is quite

simple to implement and the "patch" adapted for MGIP includes it as an optional

mode. Though it may seem chat this modification is always preferable since it

reduces the time (by not generating and following negative secondaries), this

is not the case. In those cases when the variance of the R.M.C. is relatively

high and the contribution to I of the negative part of Eq. (3) is considerable,

the uncertainty in the estimate of this part (which is closely related to the

uncertainty in the R.M.C.) may be so high as to eliminate the advantage of not

generating negative secondaries. Examples related to this point as well as

quantitative conditions under which the above modification should be preferred

will be given in the results. Finally a note about vacuum voids in the volume

of integration. In such cases C.M.C. cannot be used since there will be no

collision in the void. However in Eq. (3) the integration over the void may be

separated and calculated via Eq. (15) such that the portion of the track of the

primary in the void is the estimate of the flux and the continuation of that

same particle (its future score) is the estimate of the adjoint flux. This

option, however, does not exist yet in the present "patch".

E. Multistage Contributon Monte Carlo

It is possible to divide the region between the source and the detector

into n nonoverlapping volumes such that an integral of the form of Eq. (3) in

each volume estimates the flux in the next volume. This leads to a simula-

tion procedure which is an extension of the C.M.C. in the sense that the C.M.C.

is a special case of n = 1. Secondaries generated in the first volume will

generate terziaries in the second volume, etc. A first order theoretical

analysis of this procedure indicates that the variance ratio (again neglecting

correlations and negative contributions) will be proportional to the product of

the Z .A. 's(i = l,n). This is encouraging. However, the mathod was not tested

in actual calculation and the possibility exists that large time ratios will,

make the method impractical for n > 1. It seems worthwhile to check this

extension for very deep penetrations, especially on codes that are efficient

with biasing methods other than splitting.

13



II. THE CONTRIBUTOR MONTE CARLO PATCH USED IN MCNP

A. General Remarks

Since it is necessary to tally and store primaries separately from second-

aries and since secondaries do not generate other secondaries, secondaries

have been given the identity of photons (IPART = 2). Thus in this first ver-

sion of the pate., the MODE (in the input file) must be set to 1 as if running

an n-y problem. Secondaries are generated and transported within the transport

subroutine HSTORYN. The patch is set to tally only transmission problems
o

(leakage current through a surface). Thus primary results (RMC) are stored in

Tally 1 and secondaries (C.M.C.) in Tally 11. Extending the applicability of

the patch to other tallies, such as reaction rate and flux on a surface, is

straight forward, and the limitation of identifying secondaries (formally) as

photons may be removed by making storage available for banking secondaries

and their scores. The patch can be operated in three internal modes, defined

by IDUMIiY(9) and (10). [0,0]-yields regular Monte Carlo, [0,l]-yields contri-

buton Monte Carlo and [1,1] nonnegative C.M.C. (the pairs in the brackets

describe the entries in IDUMMY(9) and (10) in the input file).

B. Listing of the patch

The patch may be obtained from FILEM by printing

READ 541 CONPA1B

The following is a listing of the patch. In the next section, a step-by-step

explanation is given to every line in the patch. We have tried to be as detailed
(12)

as possible, however, some acquaintance with MCNP is assumed.

1 •IDENT C3NTSIB1
2 •DEISTS ula.1
3 3 NTTC-19»PBMX=22jPM»X-15QpSMaX=51»TMa.X=7»TS>JRF'=5j
4 •BES.ETE C.51
5 1 NF3CP > IPaaT f SMLSTM• INF <4>
5 •INSERT ul«.23S
7 i DUMMY <4>-0
3 SMt_3TH«0.
9 SDUMMY < 1 0> •= 0 .

10 • INSERT N . 1 9 0
11 RDUMM Y < 11 > -=F?DUMM Y < 11 > +SDUMMY C1 0>
12 SDUMMY < 12> -RD'JMMY i 12> + SWJMMY < 1 0> * * 2
13 •INSERT !J1B.92JL
14 i .•» < i pa^T. ss. -2. aa = s DUMMY < 10> . sa. 0> sa T O 152

15 ^INSERT :J1E.92S

IS SENER^O.

17 D a l 53 :<=3EN= i D U M M Y < 11 > * i DUMMY < 12)

14



18 JFUA.EQ.lDUMWtKGEN)) GEHER-J.
19 153 CONTINUE
20 IF(GENER.EQ.9.) GO TO 152
21 O r £ N R P U m m ) U RWJM1Y2
22 IFSOMEN.LT.O) 300.391
23 309 lFtlDUMMY<9).EQ.0> 301.151
24 391 DUBUT-1.
25 DUBUT1>I.
26 IF<PLE.LT.RDUMMY(?>> GO TO 15r
27 DUBMr>8DUt1W<7>/FUi
28 0ICNRDUHNY(l)UfiI>U
29 157 OMftBS-flBSCOMEN)
30 IFtOMEN.LT.0.) DU3UTl"RDUf¥1Y<8)
31 IF<FRN<KRN).GT.OMflSS*DUBUr*MJBUn> GO TO 152
32 UTS'UT
33 IFCOMEN.LT.0.) IDUMMY<2)-IDUHMY<2>+!
34 159 IDUIt1Y( l ) - IDUmr( l )+!
35 1F<1DUM1Y(4).EQ.0) 2008.2991
36 2009 lDUrt1Y<5>«IDUI«Y(5)+l
37 !DUttlY(4)«!
38 2001 UT-Ur>MirEN/'(OmB5«DUBUT«l>UBUri>l4>L£»l<!])Urftr<4>)
39 155 lPfiRT—2
43 NP-1
41 Jfl-9
42 CALL BflNKITU)
43 IPfiRT-l
44 UT-UTS
45 GO TO 152
46 *DELETE U13.923
47 151 SHLGTH-SaGTH^(0PnmBS(OnEN)/RDUmVC4»
48 152 CALL COLLIDS
49 mlNSERT U1B.920
58 IF(IPflRT.EO.-2.0R.IDUit1Y(9).EQ.e> GO TO 401
51 RUNEG-0
52 DO 400 KSUR«!DUmy<13).IDUrHV(14)
53 IF<JA.E0.1I>Ur«1Y(KSUR)> RUKG-1.
54 400 CONTINUE
55 IFCRUHEG.EO.O.) GO TO 491
56 0MENRDUMtf'(l)rtJRDUItH'(2)
57 1FCOMEN.GE.0.) GO TO 491
58 Srt.GTH«St1.GTH+BPmflBS(0fEN)/RDlfltti'(4)
59 *DELETE N.137
60 401 CflLL SURFflCH
61 *DELETE N.161.N.163
62 C PROCESS SECONDARY IF BANK PARTICLE IS A SECONDARY
63 IFdPflRT.E0.-2) GO TO 199
64 *DELETE U19.944
65 C ACCUMULATE TALLY IN THE SECONDARY TALLY IF PARTICLE IS A SECONDARY
66 20 NGDUB1-1 $ NGDUB2-3
67 IF(IPART.NE.-2) GO TO 22
68 NGDUB1-11 * KGEUB2-13
69 22 DO 21 ITflL-NGDUBl.NGDUB2
79 WDELETE U1B.9C2.N.632
71 DELETE N.634
72 DELETE UID.I106
73 *DELETE U1B.970,N.656
?4 C WEIGHT CUTOFF INTRODUCED HERE OTHER THEN THE METHOD OP MtttP
75 C UCH2 !S THE LOUER LIMITCDIFFERENT FOR PRIMARY AND CONTRIBUTON PAR*
76 C T1CLES) IF A HEIGHT GOES BELOU UCN2.PARTICLE SURVIVES UITH
77 C PROBABILITY UCM1.AND THE WEIGHT CUT) IS MULTIPLIED 9Y 1./UCN1
70 UCN2«RDUttMY<5)
79 lFUPART.E0.-2> UCN2-RDUMMY<6>
60 IF(fiBS(UT).GT.UCH2) GO TO 59
81 IF(FRN<KRN>.GT.MCH1) NTER«3
82 IFCNTER.NE.O) RETURN
83 Tl-UT/'UCHl
84 WIN5ERTN.16
85 fiNPS-FLOftT(NPS)
86 L0A
87 RBDUB-fiNPS/flDUIP
88 1F(ABDUB.EO.INT<ABCUS)> 30OB.3991
89 3000 URITE<4.30Q2) IDUMHYd). IDimMY(2).IDUmY(5). IDUMW(6).IDUmYt7)
90 UIDUMMV(8>
91 URITEC59.30O2) IDUMMV< 1) . I1HM1Y<2>. IDUMMY<S). IDUM1Y<6>.
92 21DUrt1Y(7>.!DUMMY(8>
93 3992 F0nmT(2X.6<I6,2X))
94 URITE(4.3004)
35 URI7E(59,30O4>
96 3004 FORMOTOX. "IISEC.4X, •NNEG"»3X.•NPSEC.4X. "NDP'.SX. •NDS'.SX. 'ND- ' )
97 UR!TE(59.3O05> RDUIHY(!l>:RDUtt1Y(12)
98 3005 F0RMflT<2X. •NEGEST-'.E11.4.;>X, "S0HEG-".E11.4)
SS 3001 CONTINUE
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180 ftlNSERT T.122
181 lFUTAC.EQ.!) 4800.4001
iea 4038 iDumr(6)-mumf(6)+i
183 IF<ERG.GT.RDUmVC13).0R.ERG.LT.RDUtlY(I4>) GO TO 4832
184 RDUm»'Cie>-RDUrtT!'<18)+5rt.GTH*Ur
185 GO TO 4802
IBS 4001 IFHJT.LT.B.)
18? IDUtW<r)
188 4882 CONTINUE
109 HC0W1LE C.V

C. Supplemeat to the patch

In lines 2-5 the dimension of the banked array PEL (which contains all. the

relevant information on a banked particle) is increased by 1 from PBMX = 21 to

PBMX = 22 and the variable SMLGTH is added to the banked array. This variable

accumulates the sum of Jfc.'s, in the nonnegative C.M.C. mode, for every progeny

of the primary source particle. This will be further explained later on.

In line 7 IDUMMY(4) is reset to zero (this should also be its initial value

in the input file). IDUMMY(4) is used in the process of counting the primaries

that generated at least one secondary (NPSEC in line 96). This quantity is

accumulated in IDUMMY(5) (in line 36). As soon as a source particle, or any

progeny of it, generates the first secondary (first for that source particle)

IDUMMY(5) is increased by 1 (line 36) and IDUMMY(4) is set to 1 (line 37).

IDUMMY(4) is checked whenever a secondary is generated and if it is already

1 (line 35) IBUMMY(5) is not increased.

In line 8, SMLGTH is set to zero. SMLGTH accumulates the relevant A.'s

(within the volume of integration and with corresponding Q. such that Q.*n < 0).

When a split particle is banked, GMLGTH is banked with it. When a particle

scores at the detector, SMLGTH is multiplied by the score and the product is

accumulated for each source particle in HDUMMY(IO). KDUMMY(IO) is then also

reset to zero at the beginning of a new source particle (line 9). To further

clarify this procedure, consider a source particle that was split into n

particles. The track of each split particle should be considered from the source

(and not from the point at which the split particle was generated). Suppose chat

this split particle had p. relevant free flight segments along it's track. Some

of these segments may be common to several split particles because they occurred

prior to the generation of the i'th split particle. Now suppose that after j.

segments the particle scored s, at the detector (s- includes the particle's
o i f

weight), after j- segments it scored s. and so on up to j' The total score of

that i'th split par£icle will then be

16



• k - 1

k=l
<Jk.

SMLGTH accumulates the sum Z- £ (Q #n). When the particle scores after any j, ,
ro—I m m K

s£ is multiplied by that sum and added to RDUMMY(IO). RDUMMY(IO) accumulates the

total score for a source particle, hence RDUMMY(IQ) = .|. t\. = rj- In Fig. 4 a

typical exraiple is shown. There are n=4 split particles. For these particles,

p, = 0, p_ = 0, p, = 0, and p2 - 3, so that only the second one contributes to

x\. In this case J. = 2 and J_ = 3, and J. = 3 = p.. Its contribution to (] wi
1 c* K X

will

be

This contribution is stored in RDUMMY(IO).

The reset of IDUMMY(4), SMLGTH and RDUMMY(IO) is done at the beginning of

a source particle in HSTORYN.

In lines 11, 12, t] which was accumulated in RDUMMY(IO) is added into ,2

r). (NPS is the number of source particles used in the calculation), which is

stored in RDUMMY(ll), and into ?lj n£» stored in RDUMMY(12). This is don- when

the source particle is terminated and the bank is empty is HSTORYN.

Lines 13-48 contain the generation procedure of a secondary. This proce-

dure is inserted at a point where a particle comes into collision (in HSTORYN

just before the call to COLLIDN). In line 14 the identification of the particle

is checked as well as the mode under which it runs. If IPART -2, the particle

is a secondary and no secondary should be generated. If IDUMMY(IO) = 0 (in

which case IDUMMY(9) must also be zero in the input file), the mode is R.K.C.

and again no secondaries should be generated. In that case the cods proceeds

k. is the number of times the i'th split particle scored at the detector.
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to lable 152 (line 48) which is the call for COLLIDN and the particle continues

undisturbed. If conditions are met and a secondary may be generated (i.e.

IPART f -2 and IDUMMY(IO) f 0),, we proceed to check whether the collision point

is inside the volume of integration. This is done in lines 16-20 in the follow-

ing way. In MCNP the geometry of every problem is represented as a set of cells

bounded by a set of surfaces. The volume of integration should be composed of

a subset of these cells. For example consider the geometry of Fig. 5. Surfaces

1-6 are infinite planes, 7 is a cylinder and 3 is a sphere. Suppose that the

volume of integration is cells (5) and (6) (bounded by surfaces (4) and (6)).

(In fact the volume of integration should be the infinite slab bounded by (4)

and (6), however, <j) = 0 outside of the cells). The numbers of the cells that

construct the volume of integration are entered into the IDUMMY array starting

at IDUMMY(15). After cell numbers, the list of the surface numbers are entered

including all surfaces which are within or bounding the volume of integration.

(Both cell numbers and surface numbers must be the program numbers rather then

the Problem numbers. For details see MCNP Manual.) IDUMMY(ll) and (12) are

used to specify the beginning and end locations of the cell listing and

IDUMMY(13), (14) to specify the same features for the surface listing. The

surface listing is required only for the nonnegative C.M.C. mode. For the

example in Fig. 5, the IDUMMY array will look like

IDUMMY (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19)

Entry 15 16 17 19 5 6 4 5 6

cells surfaces

la lines 16-20 the variable GENER is set to -0-. The cell program number

in which the collision occurred is stored in the variable IA (MCNP variable). IA

is then compared to the cell numbers in IDUMMY (line 18). If it does not equal

any of the cell numbers, the collision is outside the volume of integration. No

secondary is generated and the program proceeds again to label 152. If IA fits

to any of the cell numbers GENER is set to 1 and the program continues towards

possible generation of a secondary.

Lines 21-23 start the nonnegative C.M.C. line 21 calculates fi«n (OMEN).

Q, the direction with which the primary particle came into the collision, is

currently stored in the three direction cosine variables, u,v,w. n must be

introduced in the input file as the first three terms of the array RDUMMY, the

x component of n in RDUMMY(l), the y component in RDUMMY(2) i. i the z component

18



in RDUMMY(3). These entries do not have to be constant (as in a slab volume

case) but may be,functions of position (as in a spherical volume case). For

example, if the volume of integration is a spherical shell around the origin,

then

etc. If the spherical shell is centered around a point r other then the origin

then

n =

etc., where r is the position vector of the particle. If OMEN is negative the

program checks whether the mode is C.M.C. or nonnegative C.M.C. The check on

OMEN is done in line 22 and the check on the mode in line 23. If IDUMMY(9) is

zero (set in the input file), the mode is C.M.C. and the program proceeds towards

generating a negative secondary at label 301 (line 24). If fi«n > 0, the program

goes to label 301 and proceeds towards generating a positive secondary. If

Q-n < 0 and IDUMMY(9) j* 0 (checked on line 23), a jump is made to label 151

(line 47) where the nonnegative procedure is executed. In lines 24-44 we check

the generation of a secondary particle. Two conditional Russian Roulette games

are now played. The variables DUBWT and BUBWT1 set to 1 in lines 24, 25 are

additional weight factors concerning the Z/I.(p.) probability (see section B).

An additional Russian Roulette played on negative secondaries, if it is desir-

able to decrease their number. I is predetermined for the specific problem and

introduced in the input file in RDUMMY(7), Z (p.) is stored in MCNP in the

variable PLE. The parameter for Russian Roulette of negative secondaries is

introduced in the input file in RDUMMY(8). The operations following line 25

are best explained in terms of the block diagram 1.

The line number at which each operation is executed is shown in each box.

IQ-n| is calculated in line 29 (OMABS) and £ is a random number homogeneously

distributed in [0,1] (FRN(KRN) is the random number generator in MCNP). To

conclude, four possibilities exist for the probability with which a secondary

is generated. They are summarized in the table below.
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NO I

157

- Z

|

tVtt » £ - RDUMMY 17)

JVEC

1
30

OMEN-fiT<<(l
1

20

GENERATE
SECONDARY

CONTINUE TO LINE
32

YES
JUS.

VEST 30
OUBWT1 - RDUMMY (8)

31

« in-n|-PUBWrr-DUBWTI
J

MO

0 0 NOT GENERATE
SECONDARY

CONTINUE TO UWEL 152

TABLE I

Probabilities for Generating a Secondary

negative

negative

positive

positive

yes

no
yes

no

Probability for generating a secondary

\Q*n\•RDUMMYfg)

|Q-i|•RDUMMY(8)

If a secondary is not generated, we go again to label 152. If a secondary is

generated we proceed to line 32. The weight of the generated secondary should

be

w WT
sec

DUBWT DUBWT1-1

where WT is the variable storing the current weight of the primary particle as it

entered the collision. The weight may take four possible forms in accordance

with the possibilities in Table I. In line 32 the weight of the primary particle

is stored in WTS. IDUMMY(2) counts the number of negative secondaries generated,

(NNEG). It is increased by 1 if Q-n < 0 in line 33, IDUMMY(l) counts the total

number of secondaries generated (NSEC); it is increased by 1 in line 34. In line

38 the weight of the secondary particle is set, with A being stored in RDUMMY(4)

in the input file. In lines 39 to 41 the identity of a secondary is set
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(IPART = -2) as are the number of secondary particles to be banked, NP = 1, and

an indicator (JA) that the particle was banked in the volume and not on a surface

(since most banked particles in MCNP are generated on surfaces, a geometry error

will result when the particles is retrieved from the bank unless this) state-

ment JA = 0. The particle is banked in line 42. After the secondary is banked

the primary particle continues its transport. The identity (IPART = 1) of a

primary and the weight (WT) must be restored since they have been changed when

the secondary was banked. This is done in lines 43, 44 and the program proceeds

to call COLLIDN in label 152. At this point we would like to express our sincere

appreciation to you, the reader, for reaching this far. Please don't give up,

there isn't much more to go. In line 47 (label 151) the ncnnegative treatment

is done. As one may recall, the program will reach that statement from lines

22, 23 only if Q»n < 0 and IDUMMY(9) = 1 indicating a nonnegative C.M.C. mode.

Note also that, if IDUMMY(9) = 1, so must be IDUMMY(IO). In line 47,

(£*|Q*n|)/A is added to SMLGTH as explained before. DPM is the variable in MCNP

that stores the last free flight segment since the last collision (or the last

surface crossing). |Q*n| is used rather then (Q*n) since it is more convenient

to have the absolute value of the negative part of Eq. (3) After increasing

SMLGTH the primary particle continues to its collision (label 152). With this

the procedure of generating a secondary particle is completed.

In MCNP, if a particle crosses a surface, DPM gives the distance of free

flight from the last collision point (or surface) to the present surface. The

particle is processed on the surface (tallies, surface splitting and Russian

Roulette) in subroutine SURFACN and continues into the next cell. When it goes

into the next collision (or crosses a new surface), DMP will again store the

distance from the last surface to the collision point (or to the new surface).

Thus in the nonnegative C.M.C. mode it is also necessary to accumulate (£|Q*n|)/A

into SMLGTH when a primary particle crosses a surface. This is done in line 49

to 58. The procedure is inserted when a particle is known to have reached a

surface just before SURFACN is called (in HSTORYN.V In line 50 the identity of

the particle and the mode are checked. If the particle is a secondary or if

IDUMMY(9) = 0 the procedure is avoided and the particle proceeds to call SURFACN

(label 401, line 60). If the particle is a primary and the mode is right, a

check is made whether the surface is within the boundary of the volume of inte-

gration. This is done in lines 51, 55 in the same way the check was done for

the cells. JA, the program surface number is compared to the list of surfaces
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in. IDUMMY. If the surface is inside the volumn, (5*n) is checked (line 56, 57)

and if it is negative (DPM'|fl«n|)/A is added to SMLGTH.

Lines 62, 63 are inserted in HSTORYN where particles are retrieved from the

bank. In lines N.161-N.163 (in MCNP) HSTORYN checks if a retrieved particle

is a photon. If so it calls HSTORYP which is the transport subroutine of photons.

Ths patch deletes this procedure and instead, if a particle has IPART = -2, it

continues its transport in HSTORYN with the same direction and energy with which

the generating particle came into the collision. The next step of the secondary

is a free flight to the next collision point or surface. This is done by sending

him to label 100 in HSTORYN,

Lines 65, 69 deal with the tally of the secondaries. Subroutine SURFACN

first (which is called as soon as a particle crosses a surface), checks whether

tallies 1-3 should be calculated (Tallies 1-3 are: current on a surface, flux

on a surface and heating on a surface). If so the program checks whether the

surface to which the particle arrived should be tallied and if so calls the

subroutine TALLYS. Line 67-69 in the patch slightly change this procedure such

that, if the particle is a secondary (line 67), tallies 1-3 are replaced by

tallies 11-13 (which are the same quantities as 1-3 but for photons). Note that

in the input file Tally 11 must be specified. However the quantities calculated

in that tally are the C.M.C. estimates.

In lines 70, 71 the process of generating photons in a neutron interaction

(in COLLIDN) is deleted. This is necessary since the HCNP is run under MODE 1.

Lines 73-83 are not really a necessary part of the C.M.C. patch. They have to

do with the weight cutoff mechanism used in HCNP. The approach there is the

following. Two parameters WCN1 and WCN2 determine the weight cutoff (these

are entries in the input file in the CUTN card). Whenever a particle weight

goes below WCN2 it is killed with probability

_WT_ . Ia
1 " WCN1 Is

WT Ia
and survives with probability Vrw\ * T~ w^ere *a *-s 'ne importance assigned to

the current cell and Is is the importance of the source cell at which this

particle was generated. The weight of a surviving particle is then set to
IsWT = WCN1 * J-. The idea behind this is not to kill particles in high importance
X3

cells. However with this mechanism one does not really know with what prob-

ability particles are killed once they go below the weight cutoff. WT is unknown
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so that WT/WCN1 is to some extent meaningless. In practice, rather then running

the risk of killing too many particles, WCN2 is set so low that the method is

not really used.

We suggest a somewhat different approach. For a given estimated quantity

the distribution of scores may qualitatively look like Fig. 6 where f(w) is the

fractional number of particles with weight (w). <w> is the average estimated.

Now consider the lower tail of the distribution w < w_. In many cases the

contribution of this tail to the average is negligible (i.e., considerably

smaller then the desired standard deviation) whereas the time consumed by the

particles in that range is not negligible. It is against this effect that

weight cutoff should be used. Thus if a particle's weight goes below w_,

one would like to kill it with probability (1-w-) or let it survive with

probability w- and weight w/w~, independent of the importance of the

cell in which the particle is positioned. Although the importance reflects

upon a high probability of getting to the detector, even if that particle

reaches the detector it's contribution will be negligible. With this

scheme the survival probability is fixed and known.

An important task is the determination of w~. Suppose we run N source

particles and have N, particles reaching the detector (N, may be bigger then N

due to splitting). Let I be the quantity estimated. Then I*N /N, gives the

average contribution of a particle that reached the detector, <w> If s is the
2 2

estimated second moment of I then s *N /N, is <w >, tbe average second moment

of a particle that reached the detector. These two quantities may provide the

basis for an educated guess of w,,. This requires knowledge of N., which in our

opinion, is important not only for the above purpose, but also for judging the

effectiveness of the biasing method. N, is calculated in the patch but is not

a standard feature of MCNP. In lines 74-83 the weight cutoff procedure suggested

above is implemented to replace that of MCNP (N650-N656 in subroutine COLLIDN).

There are two values of w~, one. for primaries and one for secondaries. These

values are entered in the input file in EDUMMY(5) (for primaries) and RDUMMY(6).

w., which is now the survival probability, is entered as WCN1 on the CUTN card

in the input file (WCN2 in the CUTN card is not used by the patch). Weight cut-

off, in most cases, is not a very important effect, however, with our procedure

the user at least knows what he is doing to the particles.
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Lines 84 through 99 deal with the printout of information. It is inserted

in HSTORYN before generating a new source particle. The number determining the

rate at which this information is printed is entered in IDUMMY(3). For example,
3 3

IDUMMY(3) = 10 , this information will be outprinted every 10 source particles

(lines 85-88). It includes the following: NSEC-total number of secondaries

generated [accumulated at IDUMMY(l)]; NNEG-total number of negative secondaries

generated [in IDUMMY(2)]; NPSEC-number of primaries that generated at least one

secondary [IDUMMY(5)J; NDP-number of primaries that reached the detector (which

in the present case of tally 1 includes those primaries that escaped through a

tallied surface) accumulated in IDUMMY(6); NDS-number of secondaries that reached

the detector [IDUMMY(7)J and ND- the number of negative secondaries that reached

the detector (lines 89-96). This information is printed both on the terminal

and in the output file. Next RDUMMY(ll) and (12), which contain Zq. and If), for

the nonnegative mode are printed (NEGEST and SQNEG). Note that, in order to get

the estimate for the negative part of Eq. (3), Ir|- must be divided by NPS (which
1 2

is not done by the code). To get the estimate of the second moment, if], must be
2 X

divided by NPS . Thus, in terms of the output of the code, the percentage rela-

tive standard deviation of the estimate of the negative part will be the

expression

This must be done manually. This information is outprinted only at the terminal.

Lines 101-108 are inserted into subroutine TALLYS where the accumulation of the

scores is done once a particle scores at a tallied surface (called from SURFACN).

If the tally scored is 1 (ITAL), then a primary particle has reached the detector

and IDUMMY(6) is increased by one (lines 101,202). Next SMLGTH is multiplied by

the weight of the primary particle and accumulated in RDUMMY(IO) This is done,

however, only for the energy range defined by RDUMMY(13) (upper energy) and

RDUMMY(14) (low energy limit) (lines 103,104). Thus, in this form of the patch,

the nonnegative C.M.C. can be evaluated only for one energy interval. This energy

interval must coincide with one of the intervals defined in the Ell card of the

tally specification in the input file. If ITAL is not 1 then the particle

scoring is a secondary and the IDUMMY(7) (NDS) is increased by 1 (line 107).
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IDUMMY(8) is increased (ND~) only if the particle is a negative secondary.

Tables II and III provide quick reminders for the use of IDUMtfY and RDUMMY

in the patch.

TABLE II

Content of IDUMMY in C.K.C. Input File

IDUM Function input file value

1 NSEC, No. of secondaries generated 0

2 NNEG, No. of negative secondaries generated 0

3 rate of printing information 0 j* INTEGER

4 Identifier of primary creating a first secondary 0

5 NPSEC, No. of source particles that created at least one 0

secondary

6 NDP, No. of primaries that reached the detector 0

7 NDS, No. of secondaries that reached the detector 0

8 NO* No. of negative secondaries that reached the detector 0

9 defining mode if 1 nonnegative C.M.C. is executed 0,1

10 defining mode if 0 then IDUMMY(9) must be 0 too and

R.M.C. is executed 0,1

11 Location in array of first cell of the volumn of integration 15

12 Location of last cell in list >̂  15

13 Location of first surface within the volumn of integration ^ 16

14 Location of last surface within volumn of integration > 16

15 List of cells and surfaces (for N.N.C.M.C.) within the

volumn of integration
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Table III

Content of RDUMMY in C.H.C. Input File

RDUM Function

1 n (x component of n)

2 n (y component of n)

3 n. (z component of n)

4 A, the lateral dimension of the volumn of integration (cm)

5 weight cutoff limit for primaries

6 weight cutoff limit for secondaries

7 I, parameter flatening total cross section variations

8 Russian Roulette probability limiting number of generated

negative secondaries

9 not used

10 accumulates total score of source particle in nonnegative C.H.C.

11 accumulates sum total of the scores of all source particles in

nonnegative C.M.C.

12 accumulates total of squares of scores of all source particles

in nonnegative C.M.C.

13 defining upper limit of the energy interval for nonnegative C.M.C.

14 defining lower limit of the energy interval for nonnegative C.M.C.

D. Concluding remarks

The patch described above can be improved considerably especially in

extending its application to tallies other than 1 (2 can be rather easily im-

plemented) and generalizing the applicability of the nonnegative C.M.C. The

identification of secondaries as photon was adopted primarily to enable easy

storage and access to the versatility (energy and angular binning) of the

tallies. The implementation of such improvements (and perhaps some improvements

in programming) will undoubtedly depend upon whether the method is found to be

useful and beneficial. Such usefulness can be determined only by using and

testing the method whenever it is possible. The patch described above was

successfully run on the MFE network in Livermore.
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III. RESULTS

A. Results pertaining to the theory of C.M.C.

The results presented in this section are part of a study conducted to

verify and test the basic predictions and features of the theory of the C.M.C.

These cases were not calculated with MCNP but with small codes programmed

for each problem. The biasing methods utilized were exponential path stretching,

which is predicted by the theory to be the only biasing method influencing the

variance ratio, weighting in lieu of absorption in all cases, and weight cutoff

as described in the former chapter. (Weight cutoff was used very carefully with

very low cutoff so as not to influence the results). The path stretching was

applied such that 2. = 2.(1-p) (p constant) if the direction of the particle is
t t ^

in a hemisphere towards the detector and 2. = 2. (no bias) otherwise. The basic

geometry is that of a disc of **adius R and thickness z_ (both in units of mean

free paths) with an inward isotropic point source at the center (r = 0) of the

z = 0 surface. The detector was taken as a variety of surfaces on the disc, the

through which transmission current was estimated. All these calculations were

monoenergetic. In each case the same biasing was applied to the R.M.C. and the

C.M.C. The experimental quality factors q and qR were derived by multiply-

ing the estimated variance in each case by the average time per particle. The

experimental benefit factor was then qD /q,, = B . The theoretical benefit
tc c exp ,

was calculated using Eq. (14, where P was estimated from very short runs. The

parameters that have been varied in these calculations are z_ (thickness of the

slab), R(radius of the slab), p (path stretching parameter), c = 2 /2 (the

survival probability of a particle in collision) and the surface detector.

In Fig. (7) zn = 20 . , R = ' , . c - 0.8, and p = 0.5. The current
II ID* X • p u)• I *p

leakage is estimated through the disk surface z = z. (opposite to the source

surface). The volume of integration was taken between two surfaces, z, and z_,
such that zo = zn = 20 c was held fixed while z. varied from z, = 18 to

I u m.i.p 1 1

z- = 2. The theoretical and experimental benefit factors are compared in the

figure. For small A = z, - z_, the number of secondaries generated is small

Strictly speaking the variance ratio is the quantity which is predicted. The
time ratio must be defined by calculation. However the benefit is predictable
prior to the run since a very short run (< 2% o the actual run) is required
to estimate reliably the time ratio.
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and the time ratio, TR/T , is close to unity so that the benefit closely follows

the theoretical variance ratio {solid straight line), At larger A the increasing

time ratio forces the benefit to deviate more and uiore from the variance ratio

and indeed a maximum benefit is obtained for A = 15, as expected by the theory.

We may also note that the variation of the benefit in the range 10 £ A < 17 is

quite small (15%). The effect of correlation and negative secondaries is small

here due to the relatively small radius of the cylinder. Results are also shown

for splitting in Ain which at every collision point the particle was split.

No attempt was done to optimize this splitting in any way, instead the splitting

was arranged such that the same number of secondaries would be generated as are

generated in the C.M.C. Accordingly when a particle was split into two, one

was randomly defined as primary and the other as a secondary. Furthermore the

secondary was not allowed to split. This comparison was done to demonstrate

that the benefit achieved by the C.M.C. is not merely due to the generation of

secondaries (for if this was true the above described splitting should yield

the same benefit) but to a more profound and intrinsic property of the method.

Fig. 8 checks the prediction that the variance (and therefore the variance

ratio) of the C.M.C. does not depend on the position of the volume of integra-

tion in the medium. The geometry is the same as in Fig. 6 except R = 5 - ,

zn = 15 r , c = 0.85 and p = 0.4. A is now kept constant (A = 4 £ ) and
0 m.f.p m.f.p

z1 is moved from 1 to 11 (at which z. = z_). Within the statistical variation,

the variance remains constant whereas the efficiency q_ goes down as z- is

decreased and the volume is taken closer to the detector. The optimium

choice for a given A is as predicted to choose z. as far as possible from the

detector (z_ = 11). In Fig. 9 the predicted linear dependence of the variance

ratio on p is tested again in the same general geometry. In Fig. 10 the effect

of increasing the radius of the disc is checked. It is seen that, as the radius

increases, the benefit decreases (at each R, A was varied to obtain near optimum

benefit and p was varied to nearly optimize the R.M.C.). This is due mainly to

the increase in the time ratio. It is also seen that at rather low benefits it

is advantageous to use the linear combination (with combination parameter .5 in

this case) of the results of R.M.C. and C.M.C. In Fig. 11 the geometry of the

detector is changed. The leakage current is now calculated on the cylindrical

surface of the disc r = R rather than on the planar surface. Accordingly the

shape of the volume of integration is changed from the volume between two planes

to the volume between two cylinders ic,, r. such that r» = R (the outer cylinder
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coincides with the detector) and A = r« - r-. The radius R is varied and at

each stage A and p are nearly optimized (p is optimized for R.M.C. and A for

C.M.C.). Indeed as the radius increases the benefit increases since it is

possible to increase A without increasing the time ratio (by moving the volume

of integration farther away from the source). Note that for R < 6 the benefit

goes below unity. In Fig. 12 the behavior of the estimates in both methods are

shown as a function of the number of source particles used for R = 15 and B = 5.

In the next case (Fig. 13) we attempt to demonstrate the flexibility in choosing

the volume of integration. Again the detector is on the surface z = zQ, but

now it does not cover the entire disk surface but rather a smaller circular

area of radius R. centered around the z axis. In this configuration the slab-

like volume of integration (between z, and z_) may still be valid but, any

point in the volume at which r > R., n will not directed towards the detector.

Thus, since R = 15 > R. = 3, the "natural angular sampling" in which secondaries

are generated preferentially towards the detector is not utilized for most of

the volume. Consider the following choice for the volume of integration. Let

z be a point on the z axis such that z > zn. Consider two concentric spheres
2 2

centered at z in which the radius of the first sphere, R, = V(z - z_) + R.,
S J. S U u

is such that the portion of the plane z = z. enclosed in the sphere is exactly

the detector area, and the radius of the second sphere is R_ = R- + A (see

Fig. 13). The volume of integration will then be the intersection volume of the

spherical shell, created between the two spheres, and the disc. Now z can move
s

from z = z. to infinity (in which case the volume will reduce to the slab voljme
s u

discussed earlier). When z = z_ every point in the shell volume of integration
s u

will have n directed along the radius vector and thus directed towards the center

of the detector. On the other hand, there will be a small volume between 'he

inner sphere and the detector which will not be a part of the volume of integra-

tion. This inner volume is important since it is close to the detector.

Secondaries will not be generated there. Thus when z moves from z_ to infinity

we have two opposing effects. On the one hand the angular sampling is losing

its efficiency and on the other hand that "dead volume" is becoming smaller

and smaller. Therefore an optimum z exists as is clearly shown in Fig. 13.
s

Note that the above mentioned effects relate only to the time ratio and not to
the variance ratio. The variance ratio must be independent of z since A is

s
kept fixed. This is verified in Fig. 14 where we see that within the statistical
fluctuation the variance does not change with z . In Fig. 15 a summary scatter

s
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diagram is shown of 70 calculations (including presented above). The horizontal

axis is B.. (theoretical) and the vertical axis is B . Complete agreement

between B., and B we would lead to a 45° straight line. The actual results
tne exp

are scattered around that line indicating the close relation between the theory

and the numerical experiments.

B. Results with MCNP bare sodium pipe

£11 the calculations presented here concern liquid sodium (0.705 gm/cm )

in pipe geometries (in Fig. 16 the total cross section of sodium is shown).

The first case is a sodium pipe 3m long (y0 = 3m) of radius R = .5m. A normal

surface source (placed on the y = 0 surface) of energy 14M „ directed along the

pipe was used and the integrated outleaking current through the other end of

the pipe (y = 3m) was calculated. The pipe was divided into 5 cells by four

plane surfaces at y = 50 , 100 , 150 , 230 . The last two cells composed

the volume of integration such that A = 150 . The energy interval of the

detector was taken to be AE = 13.5 - 14M „. In tlbut range the total cross

section can be taken constant as a. = 1.6. and I. = .705 x 6.025 x 10 /
-24 -2 t-l b a r n t

22.9 x 1.6 x 10 = 2.96 x 10 cm . The exponential path stretching para-

meter is p = 0.3 so that the predicted variance ritio will be by Eq. (12)

o^/a2c = 150.0.7.2.96 x io~
2 = 3.11. Table IV shows the IV results for a variety

of splittings. As splitting is increased in the cell closest to the detector,

the experimental variance ratio deviates up to 25% from the expected variance

ratio. This is presumably due to the increasing effect of the correlation

between secondaries and to negative secondaries.

The above case is considered largely monoenergetic. The next step every-

thing is identical except that the energy bin of the detector is changed to
-3 -2

AE = 10., „ - 10w ... This range includes the strong resonance region in theMeV MeV

cross section where the cross section varies considerably with energy. Equation

(12) assumes a constant cross section. Therefore when the cross section varies

considerably with energy it is necessary to fold the reciprocal of the cross

In MCNP path stretching is done via the relation I = X. (l-p'fi*v) where v is
in the direction of the y axis. Thus s of Eq. (14) is not a constant. Intro-
ducing this into the theory will be prohibitively difficult. Therefore, we
assume that for the particles getting to the detector s = p = constant.
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Table IV

COMPARISON OF rarom AND iromncu. EXFESIHEKT "HOHOEHKRGEIIC"
VITH SHARING AMD EXFOH. BIASING

S p l i t t i n g
7itiKttn

1 2 2 4 8

1 2 2 2 4

1 2 3 2 2

1 1 1 1 1

Enpon.
Blaa.

0.3

0.3

0.3
0.0

JttO"* n

Regular M. C.

3.75 1 2.51

3.05 ± 3.31Z

3.BS t «•«»
3.36 t 20.3Z

/ca2a)
Contrlb. H. C.

3.83 £ 2.9X

3.91 * 3-65X

3.90 * 3 . «

3.79 * 1S.SX

Ecpcr.

2.36

2.S9

a.78
*.45

Thtorv

3.11

3.11
3.11
4.45

VTR
Expcr*

1.35

1.17

1.15
a.oi

> - (o2t)

Exprr.

1.74

2.2
2.4
4.4S

2.78
2.72
S.82
4.3

t I V ;

J la

AB ° 13.5 to 14 KtV

60 000 Source r«r«icl« Biatorles for Regular H.C.

20 000 Bourea Parlcicla Hiatoriec for Contrlbuton H.C.

section with the energy spectrum at each point in the volume of integration,

a prohibitively difficult task. Fortunately a simply approximation may yield a

reasonable rough estimate of the expected variance ratio. First we assume a

=r spectrum and then used the average

(16)

1 (E) is first approximated by linear interpolation between points E. on a log-

log scale (see Fig. 17) and then, within the intervals, constant average values

are assumed for Z . so that Eq. (16) reduces to

en s
(17)

The 2/1. sampling procedure may also be used.
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In our case Ej = 10,, „ E = 14,. „ (note that the whole of the energy span from

the source energy to the lower cutoff is averaged and not only the detector

interval) so that we obtain

h *n ¥ + m&n ft!+ h to 53h *n ¥ + m&n ft!+ h to 53

=-r An =- + ̂ -7 An 10 + ̂  £ 10 + •—; An 10 +
5.1 / i.o 3 2.3

= .3011 x 53.9 = 16.22

(where a is the conversion factor from the microscopic cross section to the

macroscopic

22 9 x 10™ x 10
a = — 705 x 6 02S = 53.9) . The variance ratio is now written as

In all these calculations p = 0.3.

The first set of runs was made by varying A from 100 to 150 and were
cm cm

done at low accuracy (= 30% R.M.C. and = 15% C.M.C.). The results are shown in
_2

Fig. 18. Energy splitting was included at 10M (2:1) and the spatial splitting

was 1 2 2 4 8 corresponding to the importances of the five cells as in the

former problem. In general one would like to optimize the biasing scheme.

Unfortunately there is no way of doing this except by trial and error which

means changing the parameters of the biasing scheme and observing the behavior

of the variance in a set of short runs. Even in the rather simple case discussed

here, the parameters to be considered are the locations of the splitting surfaces

and the importances of the cells. Indeed a multidimensional grid search is

impossible. Moreover, variances deduced from short runs may be deceiving

(especially in cases of overbiasing). The total calculational time spent on the

optimization may be so large enough that a long run, based on an educated guess

yield better results from an "economic" standpoint. The approach adopted here
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was to assume a set of parameters (the assumption being based on experience and,

hopefully, some understanding of the nature of the problem at hand) and then to

conduct a limited search for a "local" optimum by varying the one parameter

believed to be most important. Results of the search are shown in Table V below

for the R.M.C. in the present problem. The parameter varied is the importance

of the fifth cell (closest to the detector). It is seen that the optimum

quality factor is obtained at splitting of 1:128 (from the source to the detec-

tor). A set of calculations was then done with C.M.C. with parameters exactly

as in runs 1-5 (in Table V). The results of these calculations are shown in

Table VI.

TABLE V

"OPTIMIZATION" F0» SPLITTIHG PARAMETERS IN SECULAR MOHIE CARLO

Run 80.

1

2

3

4

5
6

7

Splitting
Faruat«rs

1 2 2 4 B
1 2 4 8 16
1 2 4 S 32
1 2 4 8 64
1 2 4 8 128
1 2 4 8 256
1 2 4 8 512

JR
-ft 2

(10 6 n/c« • )

5.06 ± 17X
5.68 * 14.5X
6.22 * 19.SX
6.60 i- 1S.SX
4.93 £ 12X
4.23 4 9.2X
5.73 t 11.6X

TR (Bin)

for 20K hUt.

0.94
1.24
1.31
1.57
1.12
3.69
7.10

'.VT

1 083
1 048

S96

754

624

730

Ixpon. Slas. Fitntuti

P - 0.3CEJ - I t U - p)J

Enirs? Splitting:
3:1 at 10~2 IUV

K for Runs 1 , 2

8 - I 40K (or Runi 3-6

I 20K (or Sun 7

oB - 10*2 to

10"3 K«V
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Run
I T .
n o t

i

2

3

4

5

5*

Results
—6 2J (10 n/cm xsec)c

calc. by C.H.C.

6.60+16.52

6.38+13.52

5.52+11.62

5.38+10.42

5.49+7.92

5.21+7.952

of C.M.C

Variance
o 9

f&~1&~\
^Og/O )

4.51

4.61

5.65

4.44

4.61

4.55

TABLE VI
. Calculation, Bare

R"1" »aec
exp »p(Np-20k)

2.47

3.36

4.41

4.99

5.44

4.50

Sodium Pipe

Time Ratio

(VV
.395

.349

.307

.277

.273

.327

B »
exp q

1.78

1.60

1.73

1.22

1.25

1.47

n
Bthec

1.74

1.3S

1.12

1.00

.93'

1.09

The results of this table deserve some explanation. The experimental

benefit factor is derived by multiplying the variance ratio (column 3) by the

time ratio. The theoretical benefit was calculated using Eq. (14) (section I.C).

The theoretical variance ratio was calculated using the results of the approxi-

mation of Eq. (18). This yields, for A = 135 cm, a variance ratio of 5-82.

The average experimental variance ratio is 4.73, 19% below the predicted 6.03.

Note, however, that within statistical fluctuations the experimental variance

ratios are consistent with the prediction of being independent of the biasing

method used since they remain constant as the amount of splitting varies con-

siderably. The time ratio in Eq. (16) is taken as (1 + N s e c/N p)"
1 = CTR/

Tc*theo'

This underestimates the actual time ratios by a considerable amount. lor

example, for run 5 the actual time ratio is .273 whereas (1 + N g e c/N) = .155.

This discrepancy occurs because the theoretical estimate assumes that the average

time per secondary equals the average time per source particle. Combining the

over estimate of the variance ratio with the underestimate for the time ratio

yields estimated benefits that are somewhat on the low side. These estimates

+In fact, the time per secondary is about half that needed per source particle.
For example in run 4 Tp = 1.57 . and T = 1.57/0.277 = 5.66. . Since T =
2X10* rgp + 9.98X10

3 t«ec/Tsp 1HI.521.

++If the time ratio (theoretical) had been extracted from short runs of R.M.S.
and C.M.C. by looking at the times (rather than from one short C.M.C. run in
which N /N is observed) it would have yielded a slight over estimation of
the benif?t.p
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calculated prior to the actual runs indicate that the theory gives valuable

information on the range of benefits to be expected. Run number 5* in Table VI

is a modification of rue 5. Weight cutoff is introduced in accordance with the

procedure described in section II.C, together with the I/I. sampling procedure.

The weight cutoff is set with the following considerations. A source particle

is split by 1 to 128 when it reaches the detector. Therefore, neglecting other

biasing (Exp. path stretching), the weight of a primary particle reaching the
-3

detector is approximately 1/128 = 7.81 x 10 . The weight cutoff should be set

below this value. The result of 5* is obtained when the weight cutoff for

primaries (RDUMMY(5)) is set to 1 x io"3 with survival probability (WCN1) of

0.5 below cutoff. (The weight cutoff for secondaries is not used in this case

since its effect is negligible.) This reduces the number of primaries followed

by only about 3% while reducing the number of secondaries generated by about 12%.

(The number of secondaries depends on the number of collisions the primaries

make in the volume of integration). Thus the time spent on secondaries goes

down by about 12%. In the I/3L procedure (see section I.B) Z was taken at

.55 corresponding to 30. . This value levels off the peak of the resonance

producing another ~ 10% reduction in the number of secondaries. Altogether the

time spent on secondaries was reduced by about 23% which amounts to a reduction

of 16% in T . Since there was no noticable effect cm the variance, the benefit

was increased by about 16%.

In the next example, the length of the pipe was increased to 4 with the

radius being set at R = 40 . The normal 14.. „ source was replaced by a cosine

surface source (emitting into the pipe) which, in fact, represents a cosine sur-

face current on the surface y = 0. The source energy was set to 0.5M „. The

detector specifications remained the same as in the former problem. Splitting

surfaces were set at y = 70cm, 140cm,
 210

cm»
 2 9 0

Cm'
 350cm yieldin8 6 cells.

The "optimization" procedure was now much more elaborate than in the former

problems. Source biasing was applied with two additional parameters F and a.
s

a defines, for each point on the source surface (y = 0 surface), and cosine of
a forward cone into which particles are emitted with probability P . Within

s
that cone the cosine of a source particle is sampled from a normalized cosine

2 2 Is
source in that cone, cos 6 = [(1 - a )£ + a ] where 1 > cos 6 > a. Outside
that cone cos 6 is again sampled by cos 6 = aVf> 0 < cos 6 < a. The analog

probability for the cone 1 > cos 0 > a is given by P = 2 f cos 6 d cos 9 =
2 — a a

(1 .- a ). Thus the weight of a source particle in that cone is w =
s
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2 2

(1 - a )/Pg. Outside that cone the weight will be or/(l-P ). Now we must

optimize over the following biasing parameters: location of the splitting sur-

faces (and their number), cell importances, energy splitting, experimental

path stretching parameter, and source bias parameters. Keeping the location of

the splitting surfaces fixed, we did 24 short runs (R.M.C.) in which the overall

set of parameters were varied in the multidimensional range starting from the

following parameters.

Cell importances: 1,2,4,8,16,16 (C.I.)

Energy split: 2:1 at 10~2 Mev (E.SP)

Source Bias: Pfi = 0.5 a ~ 0.5 (S.B)

Exponential stretching: p = 0.4 (E.S)

and gradually increasing up to

(C.I): 1,5,25,100,500,6000

(E.SP): 7:1 at 10~2Mev

(S.B): P = 0.9 a = 0.8

(E.S): p = 0.4
4

Each run was conducted on 8 * 10 source particles which was assumed to be
about 10% of the sample to be used in the final run. The exponential stretching

parameter was not varied in the first stage. When an "optimum" was found [with

the set (C.I): 1,5,25,100,300,2100. (E.SP): 5:1 at 10"2 . (S.B): P =
ricv s

0.8 a = 0.8], five more short runs were done, varying p in the range .1 < p <.

S with an optimum found at p = 0.35. This procedure took 70.5 min compared to

26 min for the final 8 x 10 source particles run with the "optimum" parameters.

This example illustrates the "economical" problem involved in optimizing the

bias of a problem. Perhaps if we had guessed a set of parameters and run it
for 96.5 . , the final results would have been better. Contributon Monte Carlom m
was "hen used on the same problem with exactly the same biasing. No weight

cutoff was applied but the Z/Zt sampling procedure was executed with I = 0.55

(as in the former problem). We applied the same method of approximation for the

theoretical variance ratio used in the former problem. With A = 110 , and
2 ^

= .2335 x 53.9 = 12.6 yielding ( o 2 * / ^ , . ) ^ = 110> x 0-65/12.6 = 5.65,
the expected benefit based is on a short-run-derived time ratio of TR/T = 0.71

is B , = 4.01. The results of this calculation1 are shown in Fig. 18, where

the behavior of each estimate as a function of the source-particle sample is

shown. The experimental variance ratio is 4.2 leading to an experimental
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benefit of B = 3.01. Again the theory supplies a fair idea of the range
ezp +

of the benefit to be expected.

C. Bent Sodium Pipe, Concrete Shield

The geometry of this problem included a 90° bent liquid sodium pipe. The

length of the pipe is 120 cm in the y direction and 320 cm in the x direction.

The radius of the pipe is 20 . The sodium pipe is wrapped with magnetite con*
o CID

crete (3.57 gm/cm ) in the form of a cylindrical blanket of thickness 20

The specifications of the problem are similar to some extent to the specifica-

tions of coolant pipes in Ref. (12). The volume outside the concrete was taken

as a black absorber. The sodium pipe was divided into 10 cells and the concrete

into 20 cells. The detailed geometry with the importances of each cell are

shown in Fig. (20); the source was taken on the surface y = 0 emitting normally

into the sodium pipe with homogeneous energy distribution in the range 10°'5MeV (Kef* (12))* T n e current through the outlet (x = 320 ) of the pipe was

detected, integrated over the whole energy range 10 - 0.5M „. Two modifica-

tions have been introduced into MCNP for this problem. The exponential path

stretching which in MCNP applies only in the y direction is applied in the y
*

direction for y < 120cm and in the x direction for y > 120 cm, i.e. Ifc =

1.(1 - p*3* x/|x|). Angular splitting is also introduced in the following way.

For each point on the x,(y) symmetry axis, a directional cone is defined whose

base is the end surface of the pipe in that direction. The opening of the cone
2 2

for points in the x section of the pipe (y > 120 ) is thus cos 8Q = 2. fJ$,y+20 ,

$, = 320 - x. (For the y section we get the same expression with S, = 120-y
x y

replacing £ ). Coming out of a collision, the direction of the particle is

checked if it is within that cone and was split 3:1. If is is outside that

cone a second, space-independent cone is defined of opening cos 8.. = 0.65.

If the direction of the particle is within that second cone it is split 2:1.

Outside the second cone, a third check is made. If the direction cosine is

positive (i.e., 5 • x/|x| > 0 in the x section and Q • y/|y| > 0 in the y

section) the particle continues undisturbed. If the direction cosine is negative

the particle survives with probability 0.5 (with proper adjustment of the

weight). The path stretching parameter was taken to be p = 0.7 in the y section

The information regarding N , N , etc., which is described in the patch,
was not yet available when tEis proffern was done.
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of the pipe, p = 0.2 in the cells adjacent to the connection of the two sections

(it was reduced to allow collisions in which the particle may change its direc-

tion) and p = 0.4 in the x section. Since the C.M.C. result also gives the

R.M.C. result, only one long C.M.C. run was needed to determine both. 3 x 10

source particles where generated. Weight cutoff was not used but weighting in

lieu of absorption (W.L.A.) was. (W.L.A. was UF?d in all the calculations in

this report). The 2/Z sampling procedure was used with Z = 0.1 (corresponding

to 6, ). The theoretical variance ratio was calculated with the same procedure
barn

as in section B. Neglecting the effect of the concrete and taking the cross

section in the range 10~5 - 10~gV as 3 b a r Q > we get (<^/<^)tiie
 = - 0 3 8 3 xgV b a r Q ^^tiie

With A = 180 we get (CT_/a )., =6.87. N /N was estimated in a short run
> cm " R e tne sec p

(3 x io = N ) yielding N /N = .085. Thus the predicted benefit is B
p S6C p

6.87/1.085 =6.33. In Fig. 21 the results of the calculation are shown for

both C.M.C. and R.M.C. as a function of the number of source particles used.

The results of the regular Monte Carlo show that up to 10 particles, the

estimate is too low by a factor of 20. However in this range the percentage

relative standard deviation (P.R.S.D. = (a/<J>) x 100) consistently went down

from 80% to 35%. 10 source particles in R.M.C. will take 111.6 . . The fact
5 6 m i n

that the estimate is steady in the range of 4 x 10 to 10 particles and the

P.R.S.D. consistently decreases may lead the user to stop the calculation at

this point and to accept a result which is a factor of 20 below the (hopefully)

correct estimate with 35% P.R.S.D. This possibility of getting erronious

results is reduced with the C.M.C. since two almost independent estimates are

generated in parallel. In this specific case, the C.M.C. results are an order

of magnitude higher over the range 2 x 10 to 10 than those of the R.M.C.

This will prevent stopping the calculation at 10 particles. In the figure we

see that the C.M.C. suffers less variation then the R.M.C. The standard devia-

tion of the two methods was calculated in the code by estimating the second

moment of the scores and also externally by grouping the contribution of batches
4 +

of 5 x 10 source particles. The batch analysis yielded a variance ratio of

(oboh = 4.14. (58% P.R.S.D. for the R.M.C. and 28% P.R.S.D. for C.M.C.)
whereas the second moment yielded (o^/o ) = 3.71 (54% R.M.C. and 28% C.M.C.).

This kind of batch analysis is sometimes preferred over the second moment
estimation. However it can be shown that the second moment estimation
yields statistically more reliable results.
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The benefit of using C.M.C. in this case is enhanced by the fact that the time

penalty is very small. With a time ratio of T /TR = 1.038, the benefit based on

the batch analysis is B = 4.14/1.038 =3.98 versus the expected benefit of

6.33. Indeed this problem was worked out with high final uncertainties which

may indicate a bad choice of biasing parameters even though several sets of

parameters were tried on short runs with no better results. The experimental

benefit may have grossly changed for higher accuracy. To obtain more reliable

results we have changed the geometry with the aim of getting P.R.S.D. below 10%.

The y section of the pipe was reduced to 20 and the x section 210 with the

same source and the same detector. The new geometry is shown in Fig. 21. The

angular splitting was not changed (except for adjusting £ and £ ) and the

spatial importances were changed to increase slightly the importance of the

concrete. 12.5 x 10 source particles were used in a run with T =5.01 min per
5 c 510 source particles. Tn was estimated in a short run to be TD =4.07 . /10R K m m

source particles, thus T /TD =1.23. 2 was taken to be 0.07 corresponding to
C K

4.2 barns. The theoretical variance ratio for A = 120 and p = 0.4 as before
in the x section will then be ( O R Y ^ ) = -035 x 120 = 4.24. Using Tc/TR we would

expect a total benefit of B.. = 3.45. The results were again analysed with 250

"batches" of 5 x io4 particles. Denoting a "batch" score of C.M.C. by £x and

that of R.M.C. by £~ with the averages £ and fB, the variance has calo lated by
K C S\

J* Cv«;nnnr;
C l(V

250
R C

)/250]

x 100

»C

tha final results are shown in Table VII.

We may now take advantage of the fact, that the two results are almost

uncorrelated. Let us define a superposition of the two estimates £„ and £ in
K C

the form

= c • |R + (l-c)£c (19)

with c being a parameter 0 < c < 1. The variance of % is given by

cov
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TABLE VII

Results of C.M.C. and R.M.C. in Bent Pipe Geometry

C.M.C.

result

R.M.C.

result

Leakage current

3.4U

3.596

F.R.S.D

(M.C.N.F)

9.84Z

15.951

F.R.S.D

250 batches

9.34Z

16.33Z

"the

3.45 4.24

HCHT

2.62

BATCH

3.05

KCMF

2.13

BATCH

2.47

where VR, V and COV are the variance of R.M.C., the variance of C.M.C. and the

covariances respectively. The variances are known in the "batch" analysis and

the covariance is easily calculated by

cov = 250

Once these three quantities are known, it is easy to calculate the optimum com-

bination parameter c by difi

equating to zero. This yields

bination parameter c by differentiating Eq. (20) with respect to c and

- cov
"opt V -VB-2COVc K

(25.85 - 13.94) x 10-14

(25.84 + 87.6 - 2 x 13.94) x 10-14
= .138 (20)

Indeed c is small since the uncertainty on the R.M.C. is large. Using this
°P r -7

value of C we obtain f = 3.4605 x 10 ' and the P.R.S.O. = 8.91%. With this
op

result we obtain a benefit of B = 3.35/1.23 = 2.73. Thus an optimal com-
cSpbination may be used to further increase the benefit. To further illustrate

qualitatively the effect of the superiority of the C.M.C. the region 0 to

100 x 10"7 is divided into 9 bins [0-0.5, 0.5-1, 1-2, 2-5, 5-10, 10-20, 20-40,
4

40-70, 70-100]. We consider the relative probability of a 5 * 10 particles
batch contributing to a given bin by taking the relative number of batches in

that bin. In this way one obtains an approximate probability distribution

around the average. In Fig. 23 histograms are presented for C.M.C. and R.M.C.
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where the probability in each bin is represented by a dot in the center of the

bin. The C.M.C. results are better concentrated around the average (note the

log-log scale). For example the probability to yield a contribution below 1 x

10~ in the C.M.C. is .143 (from the histogram) and for R.M.C. it is .356. The

larger probability to yield a small contribution is, of course, compensated by

a larger probability to yield very high contributions. Thus the probability of

R.M.C. to yield results above 40 x 10 is 0.0175 and for C.M.C. 0.0.

D. Results for Non-negative C.M.C.

This study was done in order to learn the conditions under which non-

negative C.M.C. is preferable. First we considered the problem of the 3 bare

sodium pipe (discussed in section B, Table VI). For this problem, N /N =

.25. Thus by not following negatives .25 of the extra time used in the C.M.C. '

may be saved. Using the results of section III.B this amounts to a reduction of

15% in T . On the other hand, N./N, = .18. Thus we may expect the negative

contributons to contribute about 20% cf the total estimate. Note that the

P.R.S.D. of R.li.C. was 17% for 2 x 105 particles. We may expect that the error

on the negative part will be strongly correlated and, in fact, higher then 17%.

Thus we assume an error on the negative part of 20%. If we adopt the conserva-

tive assumption that the P.R.S.D. of the positive C.M.C. will not improve this

for 2 x 10 source particles, we will get 7.9%. These assumptions now enable us

to estimate the efficiency of the nonnegative C.M.C for run 5 in Table VI in the

following way. The total result will be the estimate of the positive C.M.C.,

5.49 (1 + .2) = 6.58 (± 7.9%), minus the negative contribution, 1.1 (± 20%),

yielding 5.49 (± 13.47%). Since the time will reduce by 15% from 7.76 . to
A no in

6.59 . we will get q = 13 47 x 6.59 = 1195 relative to the q = 484 of C.M.C.

Clearly these conditions are not fit for nonnegative C.M.C. A calculation

produced results almost exactly equal to those predicted above. To get a

situation where a benefit may be demonstrated we changed the geometry slightly

by decreasing the radius to 25 and changed the detector energy interval from
n n n Cm ~

10 - 10MgV to 5 x 10 ° - 7 x 1OM^V in order to reduce the contribution of thenegative part to the total estimate. Everything else remained the same. The

results obtained are shown in the following tables. In Table VIII results are

shown for the C.M.C. run.
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Leakage Current

lc x 10
7

P.R.S.D. HP

TABLE VIII

C.H.C. Result

Tc H«ec/Np N»eg/N8ec. V / H d e Hd8
/Hdp "c

1.961 8.46Z 2xlO5 14.49mtn 2.24 15.33Z .84% 3.2 1037

In Table VIII we used the nomenclature described in section II.C. In this case

the negative contribution in the detector is only .84% whereas 15.33% of the

secondaries generated are negatives. Thus some advantage may be expected with

the nonnegative C.H.C. Three independent results are available for R.H.C., one

from the C.H.C. run, the second from the nonnegative C.U.C. run and a third

independent R.H.C. run. Results of these three runs are shown in Table IX.

These results can be now combined to give an optimum combination. Let |no =
2 ?

c£j + (l-c)£2 and V J 2 = c Vj + (1-c) V2 (since they are uncorrelated). Then

c . = V./V.+V, = .2985 and £ 1 0 = 2.258 x io"
7 (P.R.S.D. = 8.6%). (Then

Opt £. 1 d. 1Z

subscripts denote results of the first two runs in Table IX). £.. is then

optimally combined with the third run yielding finally % - 2.198 x io ±

7.924% for 8.8 x 105 source particles. T D = 33.8 . for 8.8 x io
5 source

2 K min

particles and thus qR = (7.924) x 33.8 = 2121. Comparing this result to that

of C.M.C. calculation we have Bg = 2121/1037 = 2.045. The experimental

variance ratio is (3.36). The theoretical variance ratio can be calculated
TABLE IX

R.M.C. Result

Leakage current

S . X 1 0 7

P.R.S.D. T_/per 2x10 partid

results from C.H.C. run 2x10 2.33

results from non negative 2x10 2.091
C.H.C. run

independent R.H.C. run 4.8x10 2.206

15.13Z

22.03Z

10.432

7.68min

7.68
'min

7.68
min
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in exactly the same way it was done in the former sections and yields (4.89).

The results obtained for the N.N.C.H.C. calculation are displayed in Table X.

We see from Table X that the relative contribution of the negative part is

(!-/!+)•100 = 1.48%, slightly higher than the .84% predicted by the ratio of

particles reaching the detector. (Part of this difference may be due to the

average higher weight of negative secondaries due to exponential path stretching

and to the 0.8 generation probability applied to negatives in the C.M.C. run).

The time is reduced from 14.49 to 13.83 (2.5%). As is seen in Table VIII, nega-

tive secondaries are about 15% of the total number of secondaries generated. The

time reduction expected is thus 15% of the time spent on secondaries which is

15 x (14.49 - 7.68)/100 = 1.02min, i.e., 7%. This indicates that the average

time of a negative secondary is only 0.35 of the time for a positive second-

ary. This is possible if negative secondaries are killed by energy cutoff

-3
(at 5 x 10u „) or a*.«= preferentially generated towards the vacuum surface of the

pipe. We tend to believe that the first reason is the applicable one. The

final results obtained from Table X are

1 = i+ - |_ = 2.14 x 10"
7 + 7.96% q = (7.96)2 x 13.83 = 876

This means 15.5% improvement over the C.M.C. results and a benefit factor over

R.M.C. of B N C * M C - = 2121/876 = 2.42
exp

Positive only, eatiaate of
leakage Current

2.173 x io"7

TABLE X
Non Negative C.M.C. Result

P.R.S.O
I*

7.84%

. Negative only, eatiatate of
leakage Current

3.23 x 10*9

P.R.S.D.
I.

20.25%

Tia« of
Calculation

13.83 . ^
for 2"llP N_
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E. Conclusions of when to use C.M.C. aad Nonnegative C.M.C.

In view of the results presented in this chapter the following procedure

may be suggested. One first determines (as far as one can) the optimum bias to

be used in the R.M.C. for a given problem* Then {(1/Zt) 1/ACl-p)]"
1 is

analytically approximated as explained in section (III.B). The time ratio may

be calculated as (1 + N *T /N 'tJ) = T /TB from two short runs (each
ScC S6C p *v C X\

< 0.5% of the main run planned). The time used for this information should be

negligible even with respect to the time used for the optimization runs. The

time for R.M.C. (TR) should in fact be already known from the optimization, thus

only one run is required for T . Then if the following condition is fulfilled

> 1 (22)

the C.M.C. method should be used. In most of our studies, the theoretical

variance ratio is over estimated by about 30-50%. (Because of the correlation

between the secondaries, the negative secondaries and the approximation in

(1/2.)). Thus it. may be safer to use 1.5 or 2 rather then 1 in the right hand

side of Eq. (22).

Nonnegative C.M.C. should be used when conditions are favorable for the

use of C.M.C. and when

sec dp

as was demonstrated in the last section. The use of nonnegative C.M.C. may also

be advantageous when N ee/N e is large and N.-/N. is also large (bringing a

destructive effect to the variance of the C.M.C.) and at the same time the

experimental variance ratio is close to unity, i.e., variance of the R.M.C. is

comparable to that of the C.M.C. In such cases the independent calculation of

the negative contribution will not have a high variance and the C.M.C. time will

be considerably reduced along with a possibly large improvement of the variance

of the positive contribution. These combined effects may lead to a final benefit.

This situation, however, was not tried experimentally.
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In this report it was demonstrated that in realistic, energy-dependent,

nonhomogeneous cases a considerable benefit may be achieved by the use of the

C.M.C. method. Furthermore, it was shown that, by using the results of the

theory, it is possible to estimate the benefit to be expected prior to the

actual run. The final role of this new method cam be decided only through

the accumulated experience of many independent users. We strongly suggest,

and hope, that such experience will be gathered.
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Fig . 1 . Basic geometry of C.M.C.
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Fig. 4. Illustration of a possible event in
non negative C.M.C.
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